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§ Working in a coalmine causes lungcancer
with probability 0.5
§ Smoking causes lungcancer with probability 

0.6

independent causation

Scenario 1
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Easy to represent as a CP-theory 
[LPAD, Joost Vennekens & co]

mine:0.1.
smokes:0.4.
lungcancer:0.5 ← mine.
lungcancer:0.6 ← smokes.

P(lungcancer | smokes) = 0.6 + (1-0.6) 0.1 0.5 > 0.6

conditional probability causal probability ≠

learning
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Learn as a transformed CP-theory 
[Wannes & co]

mine:0.1.
smokes:0.4.
c1:0.5 ← mine.
c2:0.6 ← smokes.
lungcancer ← c1.
lungcancer ← c2.

⇒ EM-like algorithm + atom invention

c1, c2 are unobserved
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§ Smoking causes lungcancer with 
• probability 0.6 if the person is old and inactive
• probability 0.3 if the person is old but active
• probability 0.1 if the person is not old

interacting influences

Scenario 2
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Easy to represent/learn as an LBN
[Daan & co]

smokes

lungcancer: 0.0old

active lungcancer: 0.1

lungcancer: 0.6lungcancer: 0.3

⇒ search wrapped around learning  
algorithm for probability trees
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Convert LBN to CP-theory
smokes

lungcancer: 0.0old

active lungcancer: 0.1

lungcancer: 0.6lungcancer: 0.3
lungcancer:0.3 ← smokes, old, active.
lungcancer:0.6 ← smokes, old, ¬active.
lungcancer:0.1 ← smokes, ¬ old. 
lungcancer:0.0 ← ¬ smokes.
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§ Working in a coalmine causes lungcancer
with probability 0.5
§ Smoking causes lungcancer with 

• probability 0.6 if the person is old and inactive
• probability 0.3 if the person is old but active
• probability 0.1 if the person is not old

Scenario 3

independent causation
+

interacting influences
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Able to learn this ?

§ As an LBN:
not possible with current learning algorithms 
§ As a CP-theory:

possible, but very hard ???
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Easy to represent as a CP-theory

mine:0.1.
smokes:0.4.
lungcancer:0.5 ← mine.
lungcancer:0.3 ← smokes, old, active.
lungcancer:0.6 ← smokes, old, ¬active.
lungcancer:0.1 ← smokes, ¬ old.
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Can we learn this ?

mine:0.1.
smokes:0.4.
c1:0.5 ← mine.
c2:0.3 ← smokes, old, active.
c3:0.6 ← smokes, old, ¬active.
c4:0.1 ← smokes, ¬ old.
lungcancer ← c1.
lungcancer ← c2.
lungcancer ← c3.
lungcancer ← c4.

4 invented atoms
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It doesn’t have to be that 
complicated

mine:0.1.
smokes:0.4.
c1:0.5 ← mine.
c2:0.3 ← smokes, old, active.
c2:0.6 ← smokes, old, ¬active.
c2:0.1 ← smokes, ¬ old.
lungcancer ← c1.
lungcancer ← c2.

2 invented atoms

Learn as 
probability tree ?
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Extend the learning algorithm for 
CP-theories ?

§ Learn more complex definitions of the 
invented atoms (instead of single rule)
• e.g. probability tree 

§ Advantage: 
• fewer invented/unobserved atoms
• easier to reach during search ??


